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Operating Systems License File Size
Overclocking Operating on MSI Z97
Gaming 7 Windows 10 Home
Edition (64-bit). 12288 MB 0.87
GHz When I turn on my laptop, I can
see an LED next to the bios logo
light up and stay on. If I switch to
'bios'(P5-E) and back to'uefi'(MSI
Z97 Gaming 7) the LED on the bios
logo has changed to a line and will
continually run until I switch the
HDD to IDE (Jet eSATA). When I
enter the bios (P5-E) I can see that
the CPU Fan is running at 100% and
the GPU Fan is running at 100%.
The LED next to the bios logo on my
laptop is flickering (orange). It is not
flickering at any other point in time.
*my laptop takes 4 hours to get to
full load* When I unplug my battery
the laptop is able to get to full load in
a few minutes. If i switch it to IDE
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the LED next to the bios logo does
not flicker. But after a full load it
will still run at 100% of the fan
speed. It will not turn on when I turn
on the fan. When I pull out the
SATA cables and try to boot the
laptop (I get a black screen) the fans
will run about 10% of the speed.
Once I've booted it will run at 100%
the rest of the time. When I plug my
battery in the LED next to bios logo
flickers orange and stops working. If
I don't plug the battery in then it will
stay orange and continue to run. I'll
try a swap of the hard drive I'm
trying to install bootcamp, but it
doesn't seem to matter where I put it.
If I boot into windows on my laptop I
can see the GPU light up at 70% and
the CPU at 60%. I've tried
everything to troubleshoot. I've
switched the jumper on the
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motherboard, changed cables, tried
both mobo and SSD in different slot
numbers. I tried to follow
instructions on the HP website and
didn't seem to work. The problem:
When I run "aticonfig --od-get
display" I can see the video drivers
are installed.But "coretemp"
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